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the rate of upheaval, which is now going on in many parts of

Scandinavia, of two and a half feet in a century, such straits

might be closed in 3000 years, and a vast accumulation of ice

to the northward commence forthwith.

But, on the other hand, although such an accumulation

might spread its refrigerating influence for many miles south

wards beyond the new barrier, the warm current which now

penetrates through the straits, and which at other times is

chilled by floating ice issuing from them, would, when totally

excluded from all communication with the icy sea, have its

temperature raised and its course altered, so that the climate

of some other area must. immediately begin to improve.

There is still another probable cause of a vast change in.

the temperature of central Europe in comparatively modern

times, to which no allusion has yet been made; namely, the

conversion of the great desert of the Sahara from sea into

land since the commencement of the post-pliocene period.

When that vast region was still submerged, no sirocco, blow

ino for days in succession, carried its hot blasts from a wide

expanse of burning sand across the Mediterranean. The

south winds were comparatively cool, allowing the snows of

the Alps to augment to an extent which the colossal dimen

sions of the moraines of extinct glaciers can alone enable us

to estimate.*

The scope and limits of this volume forbid my pursuing
these speculations and reasonings farther; but I trust I

have said enough to show that the monuments of the glacial

period, when more thoroughly investigated, will do much

towards expanding our views as to the antiquity of the fauna

and flora now contemporary with Man, and will therefore

enable us the better to determine the time at which Alan

began in the northern hemisphere to form part of the existing
fauna.




* See Appendix L. On Submergence of the Sahara.'
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